
I SAW CROCUSES, AND.... 
An open letter to Bennie Whiten, minister and president, 
Massachusetts Conference, United Church of Christ 

Dear Bennie, 

Your uplifting presence among us clergy yesterday stirred memories of our 
working together in "the movement" of the '50s & '60s & associations, 	connections 
made within me. 	In sharing some of these unfaded ruminations, I am continuing 
expressing my gratitude to you for your splendid exposition of Galatians 3.28 &, 
even more, for the tone, the hopeful-joyful spirit, of this ministry to us. 

1 	Ethics 	sharply 	distinguishes 	differentia 	(behaviors) 	from 	sanctions 
(incentives, motivators, to behaviors). The early Christians said yes to many of 
their neighbors' noble virtues & ideals, but witnessed against (to use a T.S.Eliot 
phrase) doing "the right thing for the wrong reason." As the motivational changes 
in the early Christian re-visioning of the pagan ethical classic SEXTUS show, a 
humanistic this-worldly pragmatic reason for doing /avoiding something cannot satisfy 
the Christian heart, for it does not celebrate the heart of the Christian paradigm 
(world-picture), which is the glory of God. 

ANALOGY: A dutch-door hymnal allows you to choose your hymn in the top 
half, then flip the bottom half to find the tune you want to sing it to. We 
Christians support all good, pro-human causes, but want them sung to a Zion 
tune....Another analogy : Dan. Schorr cleverly says that the people understand 
Clinton's tune, but Congress must deal with his words. 

2 	The tune of Galatians 2.28 is "one in Christ Jesus," & it controls the mood 
of the Christian's dealings with human differences of race/ethnicity ("Jew or Greek"), 
socioeconomic status ("slave or free"), and gender ("male and female"). 	This 
control operates in several dimensions. 	In one, viz in Christian community, it 
abolishes the distinctions (or at least should!). In another, in the common life be-
yond church, it relativizes them while recognizing the real though lesser values 
of custom & law. And in a third, the prophetic, it openly-publicly criticizes what 
Enrique Dussel calls "established social morality" (consciousness-conscience formed 
by social, political, cultural, familial, & religious factors) in light of the Christian 
vision of how things should stand, & what people should stand for, in relation to 
neighbor, networks, & nature. (ED's antonym is "community ethics," which denies 
that everything contributing to the maintenance of "the system," the status quo, 
is thereby good [so any ideas/actions aimed at changing things are thereby harmful 
& must be opposed].) 

3 	You have, thank God, taken the step beyond the liberationism whose 	what? 
(differentia, agenda) & why? (sanctions, motivations) are secular humanist & heavy 
on Marxian class-analysis. You well remember that cute code liberal-Protestant 
phrase of the '60s & '70s, "letting the world set the agenda." The ears of those 
beguiled by this word were not open to those of us whose Christian critical conscious-
ness warned that the world's agenda dangles thereunder the world's motivators. 
Your biblical-motivation emphasis returns us, from the secular-motivation emphasis 
of liberationism, to the liberation Martin Luther King Jr. preached & lived. 

4 	What price was paid for the naive substitution of secular for biblical 
(Christocentric) motivation? 	The unitive Spirit was lost, drowned out by the 
divisive neotribalizing cries for (to create an kAgly phrase) postpatriarchal, post-
European multiculturalism. As the cries became more shrill, their hard-edged 
messages became less persuasive. The social fabric began to unravel. Each tribe, 
including the embattled WASPs, dug in. A unitive public-school system became less 
& less viable. A movement intended to liberate us has, tragically, segregated us. 
Action vaunting itself as on the high moral ground on the side of the angels has 
proved out undefended from the demons of blind overclaims & mutual animosities. 

5 	Biblical liberation is first consciousness-receiving & only thereafter ( & within 
the sphere of consciousness-receiving) consciousness-raising. Karl Marx wrote his 
gymnasium-graduation thesis on Jn.17, our Lord's high-priestly prayer, which 16 ,.1/4  
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times speaks of giving, for which the NT's central word is xC(pLg charis "grace," 
which means (actively) giving with love & (consequentially, passively) receiving 
with gratitude (& thus joy). "Amazing grace...saved a wretch like me" (& thus 
my phrase, "the good news of the universal wretchhood of sinners"). Since Wood-
stock, this hymn of an ex-slaver has become strangely popular with the general 
public, which accepts its tune & tone though not its theme (Dan. Schorr again!). 
You honor all three, so the liberation you preach is with "the fruit of the Spirit" 
----which is "love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, 
gentleness, and self-control" (Ga1.5.22 NRSV). Disastrously for himself & for 
history, Marx forgot tune-tone-theme in his myopic thesis (born, indeed, of 
compassion for "the masses" sore oppressed at the world heart of the Industrial 
Revolution) that class-consciousness-raising, class analysis in light of the powers 
& processes of production, would produce, by enlightenment (he was an 
Enlightenment man) a base-line economic liberation from which all other freedoms 
would spring (he was, had made himself into, a materialist, specifically an economic 
determinist). Produce "the classless society" & you'll have solved, dissolved, rac-
ism, nationalism, even sexism. Except for a few communist ideological holdouts, 
that dream has died because that promise has proved false. "Liberation" has been 
sprung free of its Marxist lockup, & we--the world--is free to ask once again, now 
more soberly, What is 'liberation'? If Marx were still around, he just might get 
out that old school-paper & have another look at Jn.17, which reveals Liberator 
Jesus. 

6 	Am I betraying the revolution to the oppressor (formerly called "the capital- 
ist")? No way! Jesus' revolution of consciousness is even more radical than Marx's 
revolution in the means/ownership of production. Think on this: "A blessing rests 
on those who hunger and thirst that right may be done; they shall have their satis-
faction" (Mt.5.6 in Heinz Cassirer's excellent GOD'S NEW COVENANT: A NEW 
TESTAMENT TRANSLATION [Eerdmans/89])....Speaking on Cape Cod yesterday, 
a U. of Chicago professor said, anent America's need for educational reform, "It's 
our job to be the wind beneath your wings." The press report today doesn't say 
whether he spelled that out. (1) Wind beneath your wings is effective only if your 
wings are moving fast enough (action!). (2) When you are lifted, it's not the wind 
below that lifts you; it's the vacuum your motion creates that lifts you: you are 
lifted from above! Jesus came preaching that God is eager to lift us from above  
(Mark 1.14-15) & will do so if we surrender our God-forgetting efforts to lift our-
selves from below. Our dreams & our schemes are ego-inflating: our prayers & 
our mitzvahs (good deeds done in awareness & honor of God) magnify God (so 
the beginnings both of Jesus' mother's Magnificat & of the Lord's Prayer). 

7 	Like you & all other American blacks, Martin Luther King Jr. was a victim 
of racism; but for him, as for you, the superior fact was that he was a victor in 
Christ, in communion with God in Christ, in community with God's children in Jesus 
--as I put it in §5, his consciousness-raising on racism was "within the sphere 
of consciousness-receiving"). Two observations here: 

(1) The aim of revolutionary "consciousness-raising" (a la Saul Alinsky 
or anyone else) is (a) to get people to see themselves as put upon (usu. by "the 
system" or another class or race or ethnos or the other gender), ie as victims of 
oppression, (b) so their rage will well up (c) & focus on some target. EXAMPLE: 
Under dictator Tito, Yugoslavia's ethnoi (ethnic groupings) were not free to recall 
& reopen old interethnic wounds. Now they are free, & they are releasing their 
rage on one another, everybody getting revictimized. EXAMPLE: I'm for feminism, 
but some forms of women's liberation are worsening female/male relations & leaving 
both less free. EXAMPLES: Black- & Amerind-study programs are distorting 
children's minds with countermyths at least as full of half-truths & lies as the old 
white myths....A Christian critical consciousness will ask weighty questions of this 
whole process of teaching people to discover, & reflect on, their victimhood. Eg: 
(a) Since the negative feelings the sense of victimhood releases are for destroying, 
how release the positive feelings for building? (b) Since consciousness-raising 
easily escalates to the universal victimhood of all citizens, how prevent civil Balkan- 
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ization into territorial enclaves? 	(c) 	How counterbalance tribal rage with 
multicultural pride? (d) How fight against tribalism's victimization of truth (so 
everybody's free to call everybody's crap crap without being accused of an ism)? 
(e) How strengthen unicultural centripetalism so our nation's solar system doesn't 
fly apart from multicultural centrifugalism (in the Latin of our Great Seal, how e 
pluribus urtum)? What I've sketch d out here is, according to me, the beginnings ; 
of a Christian sociopolitical agend . As for a Christian moral agenda, that would 
be even tougher to draft: Americen Christians are radically split on the value of 
the individual as a component of the nature/society/individual triangle, & the Bible 
gets used more for ratification then for illumination. But, as your exposition of 
Gal. 3.28 yesterday proved, the Bible can be used for unity, for transcending divi-
sions. I take heart & continue to lbelieve in the power of the Spirit of Truth when 
Christians get together for honest, vulnerable Bible study (though I'm not 
encouraged by the liberationistic s!ant the Bible's given at the national level of our 
beloved UCC). 

(2) At this §'s beginning, I used the expression "God's children in Jesus" 
--which leaves open the question whether God has any children not in Jesus. 
Shocking thought, when we're so i4sed to the dogma that "all God's chillun" means 
everybody on earth. Biblically car less liberals have seized on some sciptural terms 
& broadened (& flattened!) them for GPU (general purpose use in the general 
society)....CONSIDER: (1) Almost no passages of Scripture can be read to teach 
that all human beings are God's ch Idren. Of course in a vague way we're all from 
Mother Nature or the Creator. B t the inference that therefore we are all God's 
"children" is an unbiblical, even n antibiblical, leap. (2) Paul once (Ac.17.28- 
29) refers to everybody as God's 'offspring," but in context he's lifted the word 
from a pagan quotation (further, nowhere does the NT use that word for 
"children"). 	(3) For Paul, we're orn as creatures & become God's children only 
by adoption through Jesus Christ (Ro.8.15,23 Ga1.45 Eph.1.5). 	(4) Mt.23.9 is 
alone in the Gospels for possibly showing Jesus as speaking of God as everybody's 
Father, but the context makes that reading unsure: was that saying intended only 
for "his disciples," or also for "the crowds" (vs.1)? (5) Jn.11.52 could be read 
as universal childhood under God were it not for the author's distinct teaching that 
"power to become children of God" (1.12) is a gift of grace, not of nature. (6) 
It is only "in Christ [that] you are all children of God through faith" (Ga1.3.26, 
the context of your exposition yesterday). (7) Our childhood ("sonship") in God 
is seen as under Christ's childhood ("sonship") in God (numerous passages). We 
must conclude that it is ignorance or worse for a Christian as a Christian to refer 
to the human race as children of God. The Bible constrains me from doing it, 
though the practice seems almost universal in the UCC. It's hard being honest 
to Bible (& honest to God), but we wander away from the Faith into humanism when 
we fail to discipline ourselves to it. 

But OBSERVE: This stricture for limiting "children of God" to intracommunal 
Christian use does not weaken the dominical commands to love neighbor & enemy. 
Rather, the effect is only to wall Scripture off from humanistic prostitution, ie to 
proscribe reducing what's said intracommunally (to Israel as "God's people," to 
Christians as "children of God") to mere public-sphere ethical "values." On the 
right, the equal & opposite sin against truth is the fundamentalist extension of the 
walls to include the whole of America as "a Christian nation." (It's a statistical 
fact that we are overwhelmingly by profession a Christian people, but by 
constitution & laws we are not a Christian nation.) 

8 	Facing systemic-structural evils in society, Christians should avoid the  
extremes of withdrawal from "the world" or absorption into "the revolution." I must 
mention this out of fear that what I'm saying about taking the  next step beyond 
the already traditional liberation theologies be read as withdrawal. (As you know, 
it's not my nature, conviction, or history to withdraw from a fight!) But neither 
have I been an uncritical joiner, letting myself be absorbed into a movement or 
institution whose stated philosophy was alien to my Christian witness (as certain 
Roman Catholic priests, to join the Sandinista inner power-circle, signed a 
constitution whose wording is clearly Marxist rather than Christian or neutral-- 
wording that cut off any possibility of my supporting the Sandinista cause). \ 
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Another warning against misunderstanding me: I'm not rejecting all, or even 
most,of Hberaflonism's class-analysis. Eg, I agree with all Pedro Gilberto Gomes, 
SJ, says in his "Community Ethics vs. Social MoraHty" (MEDIA ETHICS UPDATE, 
FaH/92), the teaching that got his six feHow-Jesuits in El Salvador shot. 
Christians may place themselves on the side of the poor, the marginals, those 
invisible to power, "identify" with them, be in "soHdarity" with them-8 accept 
much of the sociology while rejecting the underlying Marxist ontology (grounding 
reaHty) & deontology (grounding in ethical obligation). Being thus discriminating 
in one's thinking & witness cannot be easy in grindingly oppressive situations 
where forces polarize into "us" the good guys & "there the bad guys: I'm not 
entirely unsympathetic with those Jesuits who (as I see it) stop worshiping God 
with their minds (their discriminate inteHigence) so they can worship him with 
everything else they've got. Yesterday you said, "I asked Jesus 'How much do 
you love me?'--and Jesus stretched out his arms, on a cross." 

9 	Let me put the contrast of the counterconsciousnesses this way: 
The humanistic-secular-altruistic-utopian aims at justice, equable treatment 

under egalitarian laws + a fair distribution of a society's goods & services. 
The biblical-prophetic-dominical aims at righteousness (MA.6.33), emulating 

&, in personal & social life, reproducing the divine character (5.48). 
A swift study of the two words in any Bible dicfionary wiH show that while 

the second includes the first, the first cannot be stretched to include the second 
(even in the current catch phrase "the struggle for justice and peace"). 
"Righteousness" trusts God, works aspiringly, & when frustrated presses on: 
"justice" works perspiringly &, when frustrated, deteriorates into bitterness, 
vengeance, & violence. Yes, my contrast is too stark, too neat. But iVs 
existential, iVs based on my observation, not just on word-study....Jesus' crucifi-
xion is justice defeated: his resurrection is righteousness triumphant. 

10 	Easter is near! Today I received Easter-sunrise-tinged letters fnam two who 
had been offended by my confronting them for wandering away from the gospel but 
who now want to be reconciled & have written lovingly to that end. You rightly 
said that for Paul (indeed, for the NT), Jesus' resurrection announces & initiates 
a new age, indeed a new creation, inherently free of the old myths rooted in 
remembered wrongs which without the heaHng only forgiveness can bring repeat 
themselves endlessly, spawning new suffering & vengeance rage. Responding to 
your speech, I said its mood reminded me of two quotations: "I was only clay till 
roses were planted in me" (Old Persian saying), 

IT WILL BE SPRINGTIME, 
AND UP OUT OF THE BARE GROUND 

THE CROCUS WILL BLOOM. 
This second quotaflon is my translation of Isaiah 35.1b. The earth is ugHest in 
early spring just before the first crocuses appear. I've been watching for them 
& saw the first ones yesterday after our clergy "Day of Covenant." But also, the 
verse popped into mind because the Thinksheet just before this one ended with a 
reference to it. NOTES: (1) Why did I add the first clause? Hebrew botany: it's 
a spring flower (crocus, which is a kind of iHs; meadow saffron, which is a kind 
of crocus; narcissus; Hly). 	(2) Chap.35 is spring & Hght after the winter & 
darkness of Chap.34's oppression-judgment-ruin. 	It's not enough that the 
oppressor come to ruin (chap.34): the redeemed, those released from oppression, 
must come to transformation, along with the earth itself (chap.35). Vs.10: off with 
the ashes of grief, on with the robe of joy (cf.51.11 61.3)! (3) By the Spirit of 
grace, Isaiah put spring in the weary hearts of folk living in a winter world. For 
us Christians, Jesus' resurrection turns the funeral into a party, spiritual deadness 
into eternal life. (4) Whatever streets we now walk, we are on the Holy Way 
(vv.8-10) to the Holy Place. . . .As I read Is.35, what glorious memories it sfirs up! 

11 	You are the first black captain of the Mayflower, & you have 470 (the 
churches of whose conference you are minister & president). Appropriately, you 
are future-oriented. This hymn was sung at the Mayflower's 200th anniversary: 
More light shall break from out thy word/For pilgrim followers of the gleam,/Till, led by thy free 
spirit, Lord,/We see and share the pilgrim dream....The ancient stars, the ancient faith,/Defend us till 
our voyage is done;/Across the floods of fear and death/The Mayflower still is sailing on. (Allen E. Cross) 
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